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ABSTRACT
Quality-diversity algorithms focus on discovering multiple diverse
and high-performing solutions. MAP-elites is such an algorithm, as
it partitions the solution space into bins and searches for the best solution possible for each bin. In this paper, multi-behavior variants of
MAP-Elites are tested where the MAP-Elites grid partitions the solution space based on a certain dimension, while selection is guided
by measures of diversity on another dimension. Four divergent
search algorithms are tested for this selection process, targeting
novelty or surprise or their combination, and their performance on
a soft robot evolution task is discussed.
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second selection drive suggests that diversity between solutions can
be measured in many ways, and rewarding diversity across multiple
such dimensions can be beneficial as it further boosts exploration
and can lead to more creative solutions to the same problem.
This paper tests the assumption that MAP-Elites can benefit
through the use of both different notions of divergence (e.g. novelty
or surprise) and dissimilar characterizations of diversity. Towards
that end, we pressure the selection of individuals within MAP-Elites
via novelty search, surprise search and combinations of the two.
More importantly, we propose a multi-behavioural characterization
(multi-BC) of the evolving solutions, using a different characterization for selection pressure than the characterization used in
replacement (i.e. to discern elites). We investigate the impact of
these MAP-Elites diversification mechanisms on the quality and
diversity of solutions in a soft robot evolution testbed.
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Four new multi-behavior variants of the MAP-Elites algorithm are
tested on a soft robot evolution task, as discussed below.
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INTRODUCTION

Quality-diversity (QD) evolutionary algorithms must balance the
search between high-performing solutions (exploitation) and highly
diverse solutions (exploration). Of particular interest is the exploration/exploitation strategy of the MAP-Elites algorithm [8], which
subdivides the feature space as a discrete grid and searches for the
best performing individuals at each point of the chosen space. In
the original implementation, parents are selected randomly among
the best solutions (elites) at each point of the feature space, which
guarantees a comprehensive exploration. However, this paper tests
two possible ways of biasing the selection drive: (a) rewarding different measures of diversity or (b) using different characterizations
of diversity. To achieve the first, we can reward the novelty of solutions [7], their surprise [2], or a combination of the two [3–5]. The
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2.1

EXPERIMENT

Testbed

Experiments in this paper use VoxCad [6] to simulate soft robots on
a lattice of 5×5×5 voxels. Each voxel may have one of four materials,
two active and two passive. A CPPN [9] decides which material
should be placed in the lattice, using the 3D coordinate as input and
the type of voxel as output. The performance characterization is the
Euclidean distance covered by the evolved soft-robots from a fixed
starting point until the end of the allocated simulation ticks [4]. Two
different behaviour characterizations (BCs) are used: (a) structural
BC as the percentage of filled voxels over the total lattice size and
the percentage of blue voxels over the total filled voxels, (b) path
BC as the tick-by-tick distance between two robots’ trajectories [4].

2.2

Algorithms

This paper compares the original MAP-Elites (ME) algorithm to
four multi-BC approaches. As in [8], in all MAP-Elites variants a
batch of solutions (1024 individuals) is generated in every iteration
by means of cross-over and mutation according to the principles of
the NEAT algorithm [10]. All MAP-Elites variants use the structural
BC to partition the space into a 2-dimensional map of 32 × 32 bins.
The baseline ME selects candidate parents uniformly among elites
stored in the map. MAP-Elites with Novelty Search (ME-NOV)
selects parents based on the novelty score of [7] using the path
BC as distance. MAP-Elites with Surprise Search (ME-SUR) selects
parents based on the surprise score of [2] using the path BC as
distance and by predicting paths of clusters based on a history of
the last two generations (see [4]). MAP-Elites with Novelty-Surprise
Search (ME-NSS) selects parents based on a linear combination of
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Table 1: Feature maps produced by the five methods, sampling a run of resolution of 5 × 5 × 5. White bins do not have any
robots, while colored bins denote respectively the fitness of the best individual, the number of offspring generated and the
number of times a bin has been selected (from top to bottom).
ME-NOV

ME-SUR

ME-NSS

ME-NS-SS

Selection

Offspring

Fitness

ME

the surprise and novelty score, with 60% contribution of the novelty
score and 40% of the surprise score. MAP-Elites with Novelty SearchSurprise Search (ME-NS-SS) finds Pareto-optimal individuals via
NSGA-II [1] using novelty score and surprise score as objectives.

used to partition the space. Testing multi-BC variants on soft robot
evolution, global performance and the diversity of robots’ locomotion is increased. These findings provide more evidence to the power
of a combined drive for novelty and surprise in QD algorithms.

2.3

4

Results

Findings reported in this section are based on 10 independent evolutionary runs, and reported statistical significance is based on a
two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test at p < 0.05. Results show that all
four multi-BC variants reached a significantly higher global performance [8] compared to ME within 300 · 103 evaluations. Specifically,
ME-NS-SS had the highest global performance (12.80 ± 2.70) compared to ME (8.38 ± 0.70). However, the differences between ME
and the multi-BC variants’ QD score [8] were not significant.
In terms of diversity, all algorithms have the same coverage [8]
of the feature space and thus explore along the structural BC in a
similar way. However, the nearest-neighbor voxel-by-voxel structural distance shows that robots evolved via ME are significantly
more diverse in terms of morphology than multi-BC approaches.
On the other hand, the nearest-neighbor distance in path BC is
significantly higher for each multi-BC approach compared to ME.
Table 1 shows three different heatmaps collected from a sample
run of each approach, showing how the selection process and its
outcomes were biased in each ME variant. Notably, offspring of
ME-NS-SS are almost exclusively in the mid-bottom of the feature
map. The bias towards such structures is reflected in the fitness, as
more highly performing solutions are found in less filled structures.

3

CONCLUSION

This paper tested how MAP-Elites benefits from a selection pressure
based on behaviour characterizations orthogonal to the features
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